PRESS RELEASE

SACBO ASSIGNS AIRPORT TERMINAL WORKS FOR LOT 4A

SACBO has announced the assignment of the contract for the works regarding the lot 4A extension of the airport terminal (on the east side) to the Temporary Joint Venture set up by the company Milesi geom. Sergio S.r.l. (group leader) together with Isocell Precompressi S.p.A., Termotecnica Sebina S.r.l. and Effeci Tecnoimpianti S.r.l.

The project, which has been set at a start price of €16.09 million plus 810 thousand in non-reducible costs for safety, was assigned for an overall cost of 14,410,877 euros.

The works, which are to be completed in 450 days from the communication confirming assignment of the contract, concern the civil works and system installations for the new section which will be constructed to the east of the existing airport building, providing continuity to the passenger terminal and the area destined to contain the BHS block, the system for baggage checks which will later be expanded and upgraded to Standard 3 regulations with the installation of the latest-generation x-ray machines. As well as the renovation and expansion of the existing areas, two new boarding bridges will be added, and the number of gates in the non-Schengen area will be increased from 5 to 10.
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